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The key aspects in the hydrodynamic modelling of wind-generated water waves including irregularity
and non–linearity of the wave motion are presented in the report. On the first stage of the investigations the intensity and frequency structure of irregular surface wave field ware determined by using
generalized 6–th parametric double-peak Hassellman frequency spectrum. Irregular wave surface
ware calculated in the frame of classical spectral theory on the so-called quasi-stationary temporal
intervals, but irregular wave pressure field and fluid particle velocity field have been derived as
a spectral solution of the specially formulated quasi linear boundary value problem for surface
waves. On the second stage local group characteristic of wave surface realizations such as amplitude
envelope, phase perturbations and corresponding local values of the wave numbers and frequencies
ware derived by using Hilbert transform procedure. All these values are considered as input data
for the non–linear generalization of the initial quasi linear wave model on the next stages. In the
procedure of the non–linear generalization of the model first of all irregular wave surface must be
“saturated” by high order bounded harmonics (up to 20–th order) with special phase shift to obtain
asymmetric surface profiles to be specific for wind generated waves. On the next stage fluid particle
velocities on the wave surface ware calculated by using specially developed half-inverse solution of
the fully non–linear boundary value problem. For the non–linear calculation of wave particle velocity
and pressure fields in the fluid domain Cauchy integral formula (in 2D model) has been used. Testing
and systematic numerical calculations and animated pictures displayed realistic results for irregular
wave surface and hydrodynamic fields in the fluid domain.

INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental problems in the investigation and exploration of alternative
sources of energy such as solar, wind, wave, etc., is to elaborate adequate mathematical
models to provide some grounding in the theory for the above mentioned sources in the
nature. It is well known that ocean wave energy is one of the most intensive and powerful
source of alternative energy [1], compared with other alternatives, and therefore the possibilities in the exploration of wave energy attracts the greatest interest of the investigators. Wind
generated ocean waves are irregular and, in general, non–linear physical process in space
and time and these features of the wave motion generate diﬃculties in the mathematical
modelling of the ocean waves. The existing family of the wave models may be divided into
the 1) hydrodynamic models, developed up to strongly non–linear waves, but only for regular
and weakly irregular or group waves [2], and 2) stochastic models developed for linear and
weakly non–linear irregular waves in the framework of spectral approach [3,4]. All these wave
models ware used very widely in the ship and oﬀshore hydrodynamic, oceanology etc., but one
can see some shortcomings and diﬃculties in the the practical application of these models.
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Non–linear periodic and quasi periodic hydrodynamic models can’t be applied directly to
the real irregular wind generated waves, but linear and weakly non–linear spectral models
have purely stochastic nature.
For this reason further investigations in the modelling of ocean waves related with
the elaboration of non–linear hydrodynamic models exactly for irregular water waves with
realistic spectra. On this basis, hydrodynamic modelling of irregular wave surface elevation,
wave pressure ﬁeld and ﬂuid particle velocity ﬁeld in linear and non–linear approach for the
further using in the problems of wave energy extraction is the primary goal of this work.
1

LINEAR AND QUASI LINEAR APPROACH

The most common technique in the modelling of wind generated waves, which represent
the irregular surface oscillation, is a spectral approach. The main idea of this technique is
that superposition of a large number of small amplitude regular harmonic waves can model
moving of irregular wave surface [3]:
ζw (x, t) =

N
X
i=1

ai cos(ki x + σi t + αi ), N ∼ 103 ,

(1)

here ki , σi , αi are wave number, circular frequency and initial q
phase of elementary harmonics
and ai is a corresponding amplitude, determined as ai = 2S(σi )∆σi , where S(σi ) is a
frequency spectrum function and ∆σi is a small frequency interval.
To calculate these amplitudes it is important to construct the energy spectrum of wave
motion depending on a given wave regime, which is usually deﬁned by two parameters: hs –
signiﬁcant wave height and Tc – average spectral period of the waves. Numerous examples
of the frequency spectra of irregular wave motion in real sea conditions show that in most
cases they have many local peaks [5], but the major role play the peaks (maxima) in the
low–frequency energy carrying part of spectrum. According to [4], we would use two–peak
spectrum as a compilation of spectra JONSWAP, which are a modiﬁcation of well known
Pierson–Moskowitz spectra with additional Hassellman factor γH .
In that model the basic partial spectrum S1 (σ) is at lower frequencies, but the other
less energy carrying spectrum S2 (σ) – at more higher frequencies [5]. The ratio of the partial
maxima of the spectra will be characterized by the value RS = S1max (σ)/S2max (σ), and
the ratio of average spectral periods of partial spectra – by the value RT = Tc2 /Tc1 . Four
additional parameters γH1 , γH2 , RS , RT should be considered as additional features for
irregular wave ﬁeld that reﬁne the energy distribution in the low-frequency range of wave
spectrum. The value ratios RS and RT can be easily identiﬁed with the experimental spectra
for the real sea conditions: γH ≈ 2 . . . 5; RS ≈ 1.2 . . . 2.0; RT ≈ 1.2 . . . 1.5 [5].
Thus, for the full frequency spectrum Sw (σ) it can be written
Sw (σ) = S1 (σ) + S2 (σ),
ν (σ)
Si (σ) = SiP M (σ) · γHii ,
4]

i = 1, 2.

(2)

Pierson–Moskowitz spectra SiP M (σ) in Eq. (2) determined by the well known expression [3,
SiP M (σ) = 0,11(h̃si )2 T̃ci (σ̃i )−5 exp[−0,44(σ̃i )−4 ].

(3)
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a
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Fig. 1. Numerical modelling of hydrodynamic fields in irregular waves in the framework of classical
spectral theory: the velocity field of the water particles (a) and the pressure field (b)

Here σ̃i = σi /2π · T̃ci is a normalized angular frequency σ for each spectrum, h̃si and T̃ci are
corrected values of signiﬁcant wave height and average spectral period taking into account
the multiplication Hassellman factors γHi for partial spectra.
Formally wave pressure ﬁeld and particle velocity ﬁeld in irregular waves may be
P
derived in the same way as for surface elevation (see Eq. 1) pw (x, z, t) = N
υw (x, z, t) =
i=1 pwi , ~
PN
υwi (x, z, t), where pwi and ~υwi are corresponding ﬁelds for spectral components in the
i=1 ~
spectrum. But latest works [6] related to the investigation of the wave energy converters
demonstrate that linear spectral model of irregular wind generated water waves to be used
in the calculations have some inaccuracies in the correct calculation of the hydrodynamic
pressure and velocity ﬁelds of irregular wave motion (see Fig. 1). The existence of unrealistically
large values of velocities and pressures in the vicinity of wave crests related with the fact that
in the linear spectral model all spectral components must run on the calm water surface,
but in reality short waves run on the surface of long waves.
To eliminate these shortcomings in the calculations of hydrodynamic ﬁelds in the
framework of linear spectral model special quasi linear approach in the solution of the
boundary value problem for irregular water waves ware developed.
The governing equation for the two–dimensional surface wave motion in the ﬂuid
domain is the Laplace equation [3]
2

2

∇ φw = 0, ∇ =

!

∂2
∂2
+
,
∂x2 ∂z 2

(4)

where φw (x, z, t) is a velocity potential as a function of spacial and temporal coordinates.
The bottom boundary condition on the depth z = −d is
−

∂φw
∂z

= 0, d = const,

(5)

z=−d

and kinematic and dynamic conditions on the moving free surface z = ζw
∂ζw ∂φw ∂ζw ∂φw
+
−
= 0,
∂t
∂x ∂x
∂z
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a

b

Fig. 2. Numerical modelling of hydrodynamic fields in irregular waves by using corrected formulae:
the velocity field of the water particles (a) and the pressure field (b)


∂φw 1  ∂φw
+
∂t
2
∂x

!2

∂φw
+
∂z

!2 
 + gζw

= 0,

(7)

within the Eq. (4) formulate corresponding boundary value problem for surface water waves.
In the linear approach all non–linear terms in the boundary conditions (6) and (7)
must be removed from the equations and conditions must be transformed to undisturbed
water level z = 0. But we modify the linear approach and leave the linear formulation of the
boundary conditions on the wave surface z = ζw . Then the following boundary condition
can be written in the form
∂ζw
∂φw
1 ∂φw
=
, ζw = −
, z = ζw .
∂t
∂z
g ∂t

(8)

The solution of the formulated boundary value problem can be obtained through the
separation of variables technique and the resulting formula for velocity potential is as follow
φw (x, z, t) = −

ai g ch [ki (z + d)]
sin(ki x + σi t + αi ),
i=1 σi ch [ki (ζw + d)]

N
X

(9)

where the variables σi and ki are related through the dispersion relationship in this approach
σi2 = gki th [ki (ζw + d)].

(10)

Then corresponding expressions for the pressure and velocity ﬁelds in irregular waves
would be
"
#
N
X
ch [ki (z + d)]
ai
pw (x, z, t) = ρg −z +
cos(ki x + σi t + αi ) ,
(11)
ch [ki (ζw + d)]
i=1
υ{x,z}(x, z, t) = −

N
X
i=1

ai σi

{ch , sh }[ki (z + d)]
{cos, sin}(ki x + σi t + αi ).
sh [ki (ζw + d)]

(12)

Typical sample of the calculations of the pressure and velocity ﬁelds by using Eq. (11)
and (12) is displayed in Fig. 2 and it is very clear that pressure and velocity in the vicinity
of wave surface are looking quite realistic without extensive ﬂuctuations.
For the further fully non–linear generalization of the quasi linear solution we have to
derive local characteristics of irregular wave motion: amplitude envelope, phase modulations,
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Fig. 3. Differences between linear and non–linear water wave profile

wave steepness etc. For every ﬁxed time tk these values may be derived by using well known
Hilbert transform of the wave proﬁle ζw (x, tk ). The resulting formulae are as follow


q

δw (x, tk ) = aw · kw , 
aw (x, tk ) = ζw2 + ξw2 , θ(x, tk ) = arctan (−ξw /ζw ),
R
′
∞ ζw (x,x )

kw (x, tk ) = ∂θ/∂x,
ξw (x, t) = π1 ν.ρ. −∞
dx′
x′ −x

(13)

and wave surface may be rewritten in the form

ζw (x, t) = aw (x, t) cos θ(x, t),

(14)

where θ = θ0 + ψ(x, t); θ0 = hkix + hσit + α0 – average phase and ψ(x, t) – perturbation
phase.
2

FULLY NON–LINEAR APPROACH

Developed in this part of the report fully non–linear approach is an approximate
approach, based on some assumptions and results derived in the previous investigations of
non–linear periodic and modulated wave motions. First of all diﬀerences between linear and
non–linear water wave proﬁle are shown in Fig. 3, and speciﬁc non–linear wave proﬁle can
be described by adding into the Eq. (14) some numbers of high order bounded harmonics
an cos nθn with special phase shift to obtain asymmetric surface proﬁles to be speciﬁc for
wind generated waves. Then we obtain the expression
ζw (x, t) ∼
=

M
X

n=1

an cos(hki(x + ct)n + αn + nψ), M ∼ 20 − 25,

(15)

where a1 ≡ a, an = f (a, ψ) and c = hci · ν(δw ) = hci(1 + 1/2δw2 + 1/8δw8 ) local phase velocity
involving non–linear correction.
In this approach wave elevation and its derivatives in the boundary conditions (6) and
s
s
(7) may be considered as known values. If we would consider surface velocities υwx
and υwz
as main unknown values in these equations, then the general problem associated with the
implementation of above mentioned technique is how replace temporal derivative velocity
s
and in general for the free surface elevation
for potential (∂φw /∂t)s → (∂φw /∂x) ≡ υwx
∂ζw /∂t → ∂ζw /∂x in the boundary conditions. For the beginning write down the follow
expressions for the temporal derivatives
∂φw
∂φw ∂ζw
∂ζw
= cφ
,
= cζ
,
∂t
∂x ∂t
∂x

(16)

where cφ and cζ in general are some operators which have the physical sense of local phase
velocities.
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In the framework of linear spectral theory these phase velocities may be written in
the form
cφ ∼
=

N
X

aj cos θj

j=1
N
X

kj
aj cos θj
σj
j=1

, cζ ∼
=

N
X

aj σj sin θj

j=1
N
X

,

(17)

kj sin θj

j=1

but it is a compromise solution now and additional investigations must be payed for the
more correct non–linear estimations of cφ and cζ for fully irregular wave motions. Then
s
s
s
s
equation (6) and (7) can be rewritten as algebraic equation for υwx
, υwz
cζ ζx + ζx υwx
− υwz
=
1
s
s 2
s 2
0, cφ υwx + 2 ((υwx ) + (υwz ) ) − gζw = 0. The solution of these equations are
!
#
"
√
P− − δP−
s
√
+ ζx · δPγ ,
υwx = −cζ 1 −
P+
" √
#
(18)
P− − δP−
s
√
υwz = −cζ ζx
+ δPγ ,
P+
where it is denoted P+ = (1 + ζx2), P− = (1 − 2gζ/c2ζ ), δP− = ζx · δPγ (γ − 1), δPγ =
ζx (γ − 1)/(1 + ζx2), γ = cφ /cζ .
Comparison of the results obtained by using Eq. (18) of experimental investigations [7]
and with the results of the numerical solution of the fully non–linear problem by using
Boundary Elements Method [8] displayed quite good coincidence of surface velocities.
s
s
Further, in the approaching of 2D wave problem projections velocity υwx
, υwz
can
be considered as real and imaginary parts of the complex velocity on the wave surface
s
s
υ̃ s = υwx
− iυwz
and then the velocity ﬁeld in the ﬂuid domain can be obtained using the
technique of Cauchy integrals [7]
−i
υ̃w (z̃) =
2π

Z

(z=ζw )

υ̃ s (ζ̃)
dζ̃,
ζ̃ − z̃

z̃ = x + iz,

ζ̃ ∈ ζw ,

(19)

here z̃ – ﬁxed point in the water, ζ̃ – the current point on the wave surface.
The ﬁeld of hydrodynamic pressure in waves is determined by a well–known Cauchy–
Lagrange equation pw = −ρ[Φwt + 21 (∇Φw · ∇Φw ) + gz], which, after replacing the variables
2
2
can be rewritten as pw ≈ −ρ[cφ υwx + 21 (υwx
+ υwz
) + gz]. Equation (15)÷(19) may be used
for non–linear estimation of wave characteristics of the initial time t0 . For the next time
step t0 + ∆t the wave elevation
can be determined by using numerical integration of the
R ζw
equation ∂ζw /∂t = −∂/∂x −d
υwx dz, which have been obtained from the integration of
continuity equation (4) in z direction and by using the kinematic boundary conditions on
the wave surface. Further calculations must be repeated similar to the ﬁrst time step as it
was described above.
CONCLUSIONS
A quasi linear and non–linear theory in the modelling of fully irregular wind generated
waves, including wave pressure ﬁeld and ﬂuid particle velocity ﬁeld calculations are obtained.
The results can be used in further investigations of the wave energy converters, determining
their eﬃciency, optimal conﬁguration schemes etc.
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